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Cambridge IGCSE® Computer Science Coursebook (Cambridge International IGCSE)
Cambridge IGCSE Computer Science Coursebook is designed to provide up to date and comprehensive material to cover recent developments in computer science. The content has been written by experienced IGCSE teachers and computer science trainers, offering readers support on the theoretical and practical aspects of the course. It contains detailed explanations of concepts, with examples and tasks to help students consolidate their skills.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is far from being the perfect book for IGCSE CS, but its much better than the only alternative ... the white book by Watson and Williams (hodder education). Unlike that book, the material here is properly divided into digestible chunks, illustrated with adequate pictures and diagrams and sufficiently explained. On the downside, unlike other Cambridge Science titles, there is no accompanying disc with activities and multimedia (rather strange since this is COMPUTER SCIENCE).

In line with most recent specification. Detailed and useful to students enrolled on this course. Prompt delivery. Thank you.
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